
 

         Duration Distance     Ages   Difficulty Level    Size Restriction             Description  

 Begin your trek to the back of the historical Ten Acre Room where you will pass through the  ADVENTURE 

GATE! During the tour you will be climbing up and down ladders, crawling on your hands, knees, belly, and 

even scooting on your side through tight passageways such as the Lemon Squeezer. Tighten up your shoe 

laces as you prepare to tackle the unforgettable boot-sucking mud of “Bubblegum Alley”, test your balance 

on the “Dragon’s Back”, then slide down our natural formed mud slide to complete this tour. You can expect 

to have A LOT of FUN and MEMORIES you’ll never forget!! This is a guided tour along a specified, approved 

route in the cave, you must stay with your guide at all times. This tour is more difficult for full-grown adults 

than for children.  

+ 

ALL tours durations are APPROXIMATE and can vary depending on the size, athleticism and determination of ALL participants.  

There are requirements for clothing/gear to participate! Please read “ADVENTURE TOUR RULES & REGULATIONS” located on porch! 

Must check in at least 15 minutes prior to  tour departure time!  

All tours are limited in capacity. Advance reservations recommended and can be done online 24/7 at CumberlandCaverns.com 

+ 

+ 

+ 

 Begin your trek on a ONE MILE HIKE through the woods to the HISTORIC Higgenbotham entrance! This is a 

THROUGH trip from one entrance to the other! Try to find some salamanders in our “Salamander Hotel”    

formation. During the tour you will be climbing up and down tall ladders, crawling on your hands, knees, 

belly, and even scooting on your side through tight passageways such as the Lemon Squeezer. Tighten up 

your shoe laces as you prepare to tackle the unforgettable boot-sucking mud of “Bubblegum Alley”, test 

your balance on the “Dragon’s Back”, then slide down our natural formed mud slide to complete this tour. 

You can expect to have A LOT of FUN and MEMORIES you’ll never forget!! This is a guided tour along a 

specified, approved route in the cave, you must stay with your guide at all times.  

 Begin your trek to the back of the historical Ten Acre Room where you will pass through the  ADVENTURE 

GATE! This intense spelunking tour leads you to a site that few get to witness in person, The Monument   

Pillar! Crossing the infamous “Devil’s Quarry.”, a labyrinth of break-down and boulders let you know this is 

definitely not a trip for the beginning caver. By the time you reach “The Isle of Confusion” you will be ready 

for a rest, but the adventure is far from over. A high, twisting rock climb leads you to the grand prize of this 

trip - “The Monument Pillar.” This formation has been described as the most beautiful single formation ever 

seen. This is a guided tour along a specified, approved route in the cave, you must stay with your guide at 

all times.  

 Begin your trek to the back of the historical Ten Acre Room where you will pass through the  ADVENTURE 

GATE! Climbing the labyrinth of break-down in “Devil’s Quarry” to see the iconic Monument Pillar, described 

as the most beautiful singular formation by experienced cavers! Traversing up and down hand lines,      

climbing over boulders, navigating passages, and scaling the tallest ladder in the cave will lead you to     

passages not seen everyday! You will experience dissolved limestone in Blue Mud Mountain, witness 20,000-

year-old Lynx bones, and stand where legendary cavers once stood before - at the incredible "Rock of Ages" 

monument in Grand Hall,the third largest room in the cave. This is a guided tour along a specified, approved 

route in the cave, you must stay with your guide at all times.  


